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From The Editor –
Jim and I just returned from a refreshing vacation to the Baltic’s
and North Cape. Refreshing in many ways, not just the cool
temperatures – although I confess the temperatures ranged
from the mid‐40s Fahrenheit at the North Cape to the mid‐60s
in southern Norway. But the trip was refreshing also in seeing
how the Scandinavian countries cling to their heritage with such
zeal and commitment. Children still enjoy not only wearing the
native costumes of their local communities, but love sharing
their local games, folklore and heritage. Girls continue to be
taught such arts as yarn spinning and fabric weaving as well as
bread making and other ‘lost’ arts. We visited several working
museums which was very interesting. One mother and her 3
small children were baking cinnamon rolls in the old fashioned
open hearth. Of course they have all the modern conveniences
we have, but they have not tossed out their heritage. Let’s face
it – Americans are such a disposable people.
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About the designer . . . . . Margaret Pierce
Margaret has taught French Handsewing for 37 years. She
studied with Sarah Howard Stone in Montgomery, AL; with the
embroideresses on the island of Madeira; and at La Maison R.
Malbranche Embroidery School in Paris. She also received a BA
in Home Economics Education at Queens University in
Charlotte, North Carolina.
She taught for National and Regional SAGA and EGA Seminars
and Conventions; for Valentine Museum Assembly-Richmond,
VA; Callaway Gardens School of Needlework; in Ireland at the
Au Grianan School for the Guild of Irish Lacemakers
Convention; in Australia for the Australian Needlework School;
and local needlework guilds and shops throughout the US and
Canada.
She is a charter member of SAGA and received one of four
Honorary Master Teacher Awards from SAGA.

Perhaps with school soon re‐opening, it might be fun to offer a She is a former shop owner in Jacksonville, FL and Greensboro,
Saturday class for young girls. It is not difficult to find a simple NC. Margaret is the author of HEIRLOOM SEWING I, II, III
project that they might just embroider or hem, to get them and IV and 7 FHS patterns.
started on what might be a future of the love of needle arts.
“I have loved to sew since I was ten years old and took sewing
classes at Singer Sewing Company. I grew up with my
My background in this industry came from my love of Hand
grandmother making clothes for me. She lived with us and I
Sewing – no, not machine sewing, but the art of making clothing loved to watch her sew on her old pedal sewing machine. She
by hand. It really is not difficult and part of the joy is that you also sewed for other people and her patterns were on newsprint.
can stitch ANYWHERE!!! This month I am delighted to have Even though she did not have the patience to teach me, she gave
Margaret Pierce as our guest. Her love of hand sewing is me the interest in sewing and studying fashion. I remember the
unsurpassed and the design she has for us is exquisite. The owner of a clothing store nearby would save the old Woman's
Christening or Dedication gown could be simplified as well to Wear Daily's and I would read it from cover to cover.
make a beautiful day gown. Thank you Margaret for sharing
your love of HAND SEWING! I encourage each of you to seek In Montgomery, I was introduced to French Handsewing by
Sarah Howard Stone and as my husband says, it was a hobby
out a class or school that offers this rewarding art.
that completely got out of hand! We moved to Jacksonville, FL
An adaptation of this dress will be used as a project at THE and met Ann Smith (a smocking designer). Even though I didn't
HEIRLOOM SCHOOL which will be held in Greensboro, NC on know her at the time, she introduced me to friends who wanted
to learn French Handsewing. We became great friends, started
September 29‐October 1, 2011.
teaching classes and handsewing became a passion. I enjoyed
sewing for my two children; sewing for six grandchildren as well
For further information or questions:
as teaching to anyone at all who showed an interest! I believe it
E‐mail: lmcanhge@juno.com or call: 1‐540‐951‐2820
is important to continue such a beautiful art form and create
heirlooms of tomorrow.”
Happy Stitching ‐ Sheila

A‐Line Day Gown/Christening Gown
By

Margaret Pierce

On this gown the lace and Entredeux are from Bear Threads ltd.
For hand sewing, a soft fabric on which the Entredeux is
stitched is easier to manage and I find Bear Threads Entredeux
to be exceptional.
The lace insertion is #AB‐60 and the lace edging #AB‐62. The
color is ivory.

Front Panel:
Cut a section of brown paper to finish the flared section from
neck to lower edge of dress.
Note: The front panel from Margaret Pierce’s Christening Gown
Pattern was adapted for this. A back opening A‐line baby dress
could be used for the pattern. Some of the possible patterns
are Children’s Corner “Lindsey’s” Baby Gowns, “The Old
Fashioned Baby “Embroidered Baby Clothes”, or The Old
This is a handmade Swiss batiste (Bearissima II) A‐line baby Fashioned Baby Layette” (eliminating front pleat).
dress which could easily be used as a Christening, Naming or
Dedication gown. The simplicity of it could be used for a boy or Begin at the neck with a plain section of batiste 2” wide and
girl. It features a front panel of alternating curved puffing (or curved slightly.
ruching) strips and a section of embroidery. There is lace
beading at the neck which ties at the back and small pearl Puffing – As the puffing strips are alternated with lace insertion
buttons and buttonholes used as the closure. At the lower edge and embroidered sections there are a few tips which will help.
is a 2 ½” ruffle gathered to entredeux, lace beading, and
Entredeux. The edge of the ruffle is finished with lace edging For puffing strips –
1. Cut the batiste strips on the cross‐grain of the fabric.
(optional – Entredeux could be added before the lace edging).
2. Cut the batiste strip twice the length of the LOWER
edge of each curved puffing section.
Note: I love to use Bearissima II Swiss batiste because it has so
3. If puffing is on a curve, cut the paper guide the finished
much body and is easy to roll and whip. There are other brands
WIDTH plus ½” (1/4” on either side) and the exact
of batiste in addition to Bearissima II and Bearissima I (sheerer
LENGTH needed. Also cut the paper guide according to
then Bearissima II). Some are more sheer than others and are
the desired shape.
lovely fabrics. There are others, however, with not the high
thread count as these thus making the quality not as good. The
Work on the paper guide pinning the ends of the Swiss batiste
particular use for the garment, however, is dependent on which
with the wrong side up. Roll, whip and gather the long edges of
batiste is appropriate.
the batiste to fit the paper guide.

4. With the wrong side of the Entredeux toward you, but
off the top batiste edge close to the stitching. Place on
the ironing board and press the Entredeux as you curve
it around to conform to the shape of the paper guide.
Note: You may need to clip (vertically) the remaining batiste
edge on the Entredeux to bend it easily.
Pin the edge of the Entredeux (wrong side up) against the
rolled, whipped and gathered edge of the batiste.

Take care to keep the gathers straight and evenly distributed.

Sew by whipping (side by side) under the rolled, whipped and
gathered edge and up through the holes in the Entredeux.
Repeat roll, whip and gathering and attaching the Entredeux to
the remaining side of the puffing strip as before.

Note: It does not matter how much you gather as long as you
can adjust the gathers along the thread.
Pin gathered batiste to the paper.

1. Sew the lace insertion (right sides together) to the
Entredeux on both sides of the puffing strip.
2. Cut a section of batiste 2 1/2“wide and curved to
conform to each consecutive embroidered strip as you
work down the front panel. Finish with a plain batiste
strip at the lower front panel.
Complete the dress by inserting the front panel into the A‐line
Dress pattern.

“Needle in a Haystack”
An item that is very hard or impossible to locate, as in
Looking for that screw in Dean's workshop amounts to
looking for a needle in a haystack. Originating in the
early 1500s, with meadow instead of haystack, this
metaphor exists in many other languages as well.

NEEDLES

•

Metal needles were handcrafted before the industrial age. The
process began with cutting wire long enough to make two
needles. Then points were ground on either end of the wire,
the wire was flattened in the middle and eyes punched out.
The needles were then separated. This operation is still
followed today, but machines now do the work instead of
humans.

•

Around 1850 needle making machines began producing
needles and turned needle making from a cottage industry into
an industry done in factories. By 1866 there were 100 million
needles being made in England each year.

•

The English town and district of Redditch in central England
became the center of the world’s needle production in the 19th
century. The craftsmanship of the needles made there was so
great that a foreign manufacturer sent a hypodermic needle to
Redditch claiming that it was smaller than Redditch needle
makers could produce. The needle was sent back to the
manufacturer with a needle made by Redditch craftsman so
small that it fit inside the foreign manufacturers!

•

Needle making is still done in the Redditch area as well as
other parts of England.

PART 1
This is the first of a series of articles I will be writing on Needles. A
series of articles, you say, on needles???? That long slender tool with
a hole at one end and point at the other??? How could there be so much
to say?? Well think about it. If there were no needles, we would have
no clothes – as we know them today, shoes, sails, any woven fabrics,
upholstery, mattresses and the list goes on and on.
The hand sewing needle has had a role in the history of humankind like
no other tool. I will begin the series this month with some facts and
history about the little thought of needle.
•

The first sewing needles were made from bone and were used
to sew animal hides together. The oldest known bone sewing
needle was one found in what is now southwestern France and
has been estimated to be over 25,000 years old!

•

Needles made from copper, silver and bronze were used in
ancient Egypt.

•

The oldest iron needle known was found in what is now
Germany, and dates back to the 3rd century B.C.E.

•

Bookbinders and shoe makers used needles made from hog
bristles.

•

Native Americans used porcupine quills and the pointed end
of agave leaves for sewing needles. The fibers of the agave
leaf were also used for thread.

•

Metal needle making was perfected by Muslims in Spain in
the 11th century. Spanish Muslims were some of the most
knowledgeable medical doctors in the world at the time, and
had perfected many surgical techniques that required needles
for suturing.

•

When the Muslims were driven out of Spain in the 15th
century, they took the knowledge of needle making with them
to Arab lands. Muslims returned to needle making, and Arab
traders took them to Europe.

•

Europe learned the art of needle making from Arab needle
makers, and it came to England in the 17th century. Before
this time, metal needles were made in Europe by the local
blacksmith, and resulted in very crude needles.

•

The knowledge of needle making was also used to make fish
hooks in England. The country became well known for high
quality fish hooks as well as sewing needles in the middle of
the 17th century.

Sheila Nicol

"Keep your face to the sunshine
and you cannot see the shadow.
It's what sunflowers do."
by Helen Keller

Visit us on the web at www.bearthreadsltd.com
To place an order contact us at 404-255-5083 or 404-255-4001 fax
"Bear in Mind" articles are available on our website. Encourage your customers to check out our
website for information and inspiration.

